APPROACH
Scientists discovered many years ago that
the brain develops through function,
especially interaction with the surrounding
environment. This foundation building of
the brain occurs through the sensory-motor
pathways, which develop in a different
manner than other parts of the body, such as
bones and muscles. Specifically, the central
nervous system, which extends into
practically all other systems anatomically
and controls them functionally, waits for
specific movements to repeatedly occur
before the neurological pathways are
developed. Thus, it is through the use
(movement) of various parts of the body that
the brain and the body create these
pathways, which allow us to know where
these parts are and how to control them.
This process of movement and use is called,
function and stimulation. This is the reason
that neurological development is a process
of function, not time.
BRAIN or CENTRAL NERVOUS
SYSTEM (CNS)
The CNS is far more than 3.5 pounds of
gray matter, which usually we refer to as the
brain. The brain (CNS) is in two main parts,
each of which has its own unique function.
The first part receives, stores, and processes
information and then sends signals as
needed for the body to respond to the
information. This part is also known as the
cortex.
The second part of the brain is the network
of sensory-motor pathways throughout the
body. This part of the CNS sends
information to the cortex and carries
instructions from there. The sensory-motor

pathways provide the link or tie-in from all
parts of the body (your limbs, back, skin,
and all the internal parts) to the brain.
WHAT HAPPENS with LACK of
DEVELOPMENT?
As stated, the CNS waits for specific
stimulation, especially through motion, to
occur with frequency, intensity, and duration
in order to develop the sensory-motor
pathways. If for some reason these activities,
usually fulfilled in infancy and early
childhood, do not occur, then the
development can be completed at a later age,
if the specific stimulation occurs.
Lack of neurological development may
reveal itself in numerous ways: poor reading
and learning skills, short attention span,
hypertension, excess nervousness, poor
memory, imbalanced walking and awkward
coordination.
In our society, we also have slow learners,
individuals with speech problems, and many
with neurologically-based vision problems,
all as a result of lack of development.
Once a person’s CNS has developed in a
certain fashion, it will remain so throughout
life unless retraining is applied to correct the
situation.
LEARNING IS A PHYSICAL ACT
The ability to listen in the classroom, watch
television, or read a book is truly a physical
skill. These skills rely on signals, which
originate physically in the sense organs and
are then physically transmitted through the
appropriate sensory-motor pathways to the
CNS.
If the pathways are not properly developed,
then these signals cannot be properly

transmitted through the system. This results
in little or faulty or no input to the system.
Therefore, proper learning and perception is
impaired, or in some cases, non-functional.
TYPICAL SIGNS/SYMPTOMS that a
child/adult might display indicating
neurological brain development impairment
(not an inclusive list): inability to focus
(ADHD), inability to follow instructions,
memory issues (short or long term), learning
issues
(math/reading/writing/comprehension)
inability to maintain body temperature (too
warm or cold), clumsiness, hyperactivity,
hand-eye coordination issues, balance and
depth perception issues (including
diminished sports performance), and many
others.
A PROGRAM BASED ON SUCCESS
“Without having done this work myself,
under the tutelage of Barry Heggsted, I
wouldn’t be here today”
Geoffrey M. Gluckman, Author and creator
of the Muscle Balance and Function
Development® education system
"This work has revolutionized my life."
John Howard, Musician
“ultimately who we are is determined by the
brain.”
Dr. P. Muradi Doraiswamy, Professor of
Neurology, Duke University, Duke Institute
of Brain Science

NEXT LEVEL EDUCATION and
Retraining
The exercises used for Functional
Neurological Development require minimal
equipment and can be performed almost
anywhere, though some require ample space
for movement.
The three-step process of FND requires:
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Functional
Neurological
Development (FND)

A) Functional Neurological Development
Evaluation (2-3 hours), which involves
evaluations of 42 areas of brain function,
including: 1) Visual Development; 2)
Auditory Perception; 3) Mobility and
Manual Development; 4) Tactile and
Kinesthetic Development
B) Home Activity Program, based on the
information gathered, is designed for
overcoming the functional neurological
challenge presented.
The individual and parental guardians are
taught how to perform the program in detail
(1 hour to 90 minutes).
C) Follow-up Visits: are scheduled every
three months after the initial visit. The
purpose of the follow-up is to observe the
prescribed program, evaluate progress, and
make changes, as needed.
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(A system taught by Barry Heggsted)

Clients discover that they are primarily
responsible for their own well being, and are
provided the means to restore their bodies to
a higher level of function and health.
Pricing & Questions? Please email:
deadlyexchange@gmail.com
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